
Before we begin…

Can you figure out 
what went wrong 

with these 
calculations?
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Welcome!
Aims of this session:

To explore…

● What is meant by the phrase Number Sense
● How we support children to calculate fluently and flexibly based on Number 

Sense
● How might parents support the development of Number Sense at home

“ How can 
you share 17 
potatoes 
between 5 
people? ” 

“ Mash 
them? ” 



What are the challenges for 
parents in supporting 

primary school children in 
mathematics at home?



What does it mean to have “Number Sense?”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t8XMeocLflc


- place value
- partly remembered ‘rules’
- no consideration of ‘reasonableness’

These mistakes 
show confusion
about...

What does it mean to have “Number Sense?”



All of these would have been better solved 
mentally...

What does it mean to have “Number Sense?”



What does it mean to have “Number Sense?”



84.6% of all everyday calculations involved a mental 
component

26.4% of calculations involved a calculator or other 
technological / physical device

Only 11.1% involved a written component 

(often an informal jotting where memory may be 
overloaded, not a conventional written algorithm)

60% of all calculations required only an estimate rather 
than an exact answer

24.9% of all calculations involved time

22.9% of all calculations involved money



- place value
- partly remembered ‘rules’
- no consideration of ‘reasonableness’

These mistakes 
show confusion
about...



The Bat and Ball problem...

$110 
all together

Answer this 
question on a 

sticky-note

What does it mean to have “Number Sense?”



Why might we have been unsuccessful…?

Did you actually calculate or just ‘know’ the answer, because 
you...

- Heard the numbers 110, 100?
- Heard the key words ‘all together?’
- Missed the relevance of the real key words (“more than”)?

Did you check your answer by doing an alternate calculation?



Thinking Fast, Thinking Slow (Daniel Kahneman)

System 1
Fast
Automatic, 
Intuition, 
Involuntary
Effortless

System 2 
Slow
Deliberating
Solving problems
Reasoning
Computing, 
Focusing & concentrating, 
Not jumping to quick 
conclusions



What does it mean to have “Number Sense?”

Division by a one digit number, including 
remainders (Year 4 expectation)

14 ÷ 4 = 



Division by a one digit number, including 
remainders (Year 4 expectation)

14 ÷ 4 = 

3r2 

or 3 2/4  or 3½ 

or 3.5

What does it mean to have “Number Sense?”



14 people are travelling together to a party 
by taxi. Each taxi can take 4 passengers. 

How many taxis will they need?

A baker has made 14 muffins. He sells them 
in boxes of 4. 

How many full boxes can he sell? 

What does it mean to have “Number Sense?”



What does it mean to have “Number Sense?”

47 x 10 is 470 47 x 10 is 470



What does it mean to have “Number Sense?”

47 x 10 is 470 47 x 10 is 470

The hundreds are ten 
times bigger than the 
tens, so you move all 

the digits one place to 
the left and put a zero 

in the empty units 
place

You add a zero 
on the end



What does it mean to have “Number Sense?”

3.9 x 10 is... 3.9 x 10 is...



What does it mean to have “Number Sense?”

3.9 x 10 is... 3.9 x 10 is...

39
3.90?

30.9?



What does it mean to have “Number Sense?”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bQZDA6zodlA


What does it mean to have “Number Sense?”

“Students with a strong number sense can think 
and reason flexibly with numbers, use numbers to 
solve problems, spot unreasonable answers, 
understand how numbers can be taken apart and 
put together in different ways, see connections 
among operations, figure mentally, and make 
reasonable estimates.” Marilyn Burns, About Teaching Mathematics (2007)



What does it mean to have “Number Sense?”
How might students think about 6+7?

Counting Strategies
Counting on from 7 
(8,9,10,11,12,13)
Using fingers or other 
support e.g. Number line

Reasoning Strategies
(Derived Facts)
Building on number 
relationships that make 
sense to them

Memorisation

“I just know it”
(and use it for other 
derived facts 
E.g. 60+70

“Double 6 is 12 so add one more to get 13”

“Double 7 is 14 so take one away to get 13”

 “7 add 3 is 10. Add the remaining 3 to get 13”



What does it mean to have “Number Sense?”
How might students think about 9x4?

Counting Strategies

Probably using materials, 
fingers, number lines etc

Reasoning Strategies
(Derived Facts)
Building on number 
relationships that make 
sense to them

Memorisation

“I just know it”
(and use it for other 
derived facts
E.g. 0.9 x 4

“9 x 2 is 18 so double that for 36”

“10 x 4 is 40 so take 4 from the 40 to get 36”

 “9 x 5 is 45 so take 9 from the 45 to get 36”



What does it mean to have “Number Sense?”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jeel4Qjow4s


Procedural knowledge based on conceptual understanding

A view that maths is a way of thinking, NOT a series of facts 

and procedures to be memorized

Knowledge of ideas and how they relate to existing ideas

The ability to apply and adapt ideas flexibly to new situations

Knowing when an idea is useful, and when it is not

“Number Sense” in a nutshell



How do we develop number sense?

What we do...

● Model a variety of methods for calculating
● Ask students regularly to calculate mentally
● Question students about their reasoning (especially when 

their answer is correct!)
● Have class discussions about strategies for calculating
● Make approximations, estimations and ‘reasonableness 

an integral part of calculating
● Pose problems that have more than one possible answer



Five to fifteen minute classroom 
conversations around carefully selected 

calculation problems that are solved mentally.

  



Please solve this in your heads

8 +17

  



8 + 17 =

8 10 25

+2 +15

17 20 25

+3 +5

8 18 20

+10 +2

25

+5



Please solve this in your heads

5 x 18

  



5

9 9

(5x9) x 2

5

18 2

(5x20) - (5x2)

9 9

10

10x9

10 8

5

(5x10) + (5x8)

5 x 18



2
18

(2x18) + (2x18) + (1x18)

2
1

Number Talks are about:

● Clarify thinking
● Build a repertoire of 

efficient strategies
● Making decisions about 

choosing efficient 
strategies for specific 
problems



Number Talk

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UYY06k5wdfU


What would you do if you were there?
What would you say to the child?

Lift her up to the top and say “well done!”

Lif her down and take her to a smaller piece of equipment, 
saying “that’s a bit big for you at the moment!”

Move closer so she know’s you’re there. Say, “You can do it! 
Just two more steps!”

Do nothing and wait and see what happens.

Physically move her hands and feet into the next holes

Lift her down and then climb up yourself to show her how 
to do it

Other ideas…?





Rich tasks

Some people came for a sports day.

When the people were put into groups 
of 3 there was 1 person left over.
When they were lined up in rows of 4 there were 2 people left 
over.

How many people might have come to the sports day?
(Find as many answers as you can!)
Describe the pattern in your answers.



ENABLING PROMPT
Some people came for a sports day. When they were lined up 
in rows of 4, there were two people left over. How many 
people might have come to the sports day?

EXTENDING PROMPT
Explain the pattern in your answers. 
Why does the pattern go up in 12s?

Rich tasks



Consolidating tasks 
I have some counters.
When I put them into groups of 4 there were 2 left over.
When they were lined up in rows of 5 there was 1 left over.
How many counters might I have?
 
More remainders
Some people came for a sports day. 
When the people were put into groups of 3 there was 1 person left over. 
When they were lined up in rows of 4 there were 2 people left over. 
When they were lined up in columns of 5 there were 3 people left over. 
How many people might have come to the sports day?
 

Rich tasks



Rich tasks require students to:

● attempt to solve the task with minimal teacher instruction 
beforehand

● plan their approach, especially sequencing more than one step; 

● process multiple pieces of information and mae connections

● choose their own strategies, explain and justify them

● persist when the solution is not clear

● record their thinking

Rich tasks





Rich task - what is the teacher’s role then!?

The Summary phase:

Draw together the learning that has taken place

● Use the solutions, ideas and strategies of the students to highlight the 
important mathematical ideas in the task.

● A teaching moment not just a share time.

● Support the students in sharing and explaining their thinking



Examples of Y1 & Y2 Addition / Subtraction Rich Tasks



Example of Y3 Addition / Subtraction Rich Tasks



Example of Y4 Addition / Subtraction Rich Tasks



Using Errors
I made this 100 chart but I think I might have made some 
mistakes. Can you help me?





A Year 2 ‘errors’ activity...

I saw a student write this equation and then change 
just one number to make it correct

 13 + 4 = 19

What might the student have done?

(Give 3 different ways)



Top Tips:

Be positive about maths!

Let children explain and record calculations in any ways that make sense to them

Ask questions like, can you show that another way?

Focus on the process rather than the answer (especially when they are correct!)

If children are using strategies that are new to you, ask them to teach you!

If children have got wrong answers, as questions such as “how can we check if 
that answer makes sense? Can we work it out a different way check?

How might parents support the development of 
Number Sense?



Don’t force children into formal contracted written algorithms 
that they don’t understand 

(even if they are getting the answers correct!)

4 6 3
- 8 5
3 7 8

5
1

3 1

Do we still have 463 at the top?

300 + 150 + 13 = 463



Why you might not recognise your children’s calculation 
strategies!

Children are taught strategies in a progression, which supports the 
application of strategies with understanding

Moving from their own strategies, to expanded methods, to more efficient ‘formal’ 
methods

e.g. The grid method
246 x 37

X 200 40 6

30 6000 1200 180

7 1400 280 42



Children are taught strategies in a progression, which supports the 
application of strategies with understanding

Moving from their own strategies, to expanded methods, to more efficient ‘formal’ 
methods

e.g. The grid method
246 x 37

X 200 40 6

30 6000 1200 180

7 1400 280 42

  2 4 6
x   3 7
1 8 0 (30x6)   

1  2 0 0 (30x40)  
6 0 0 0 (30x200)

4 2 (7x6)  
2 8 0 (7x40)  

1  4 0 0 (7x200)

9 1 0 2

The expanded
algorithm

Why you might not recognise your children’s calculation 
strategies!



Children are taught strategies in a progression, which supports the 
application of strategies with understanding

Moving from their own strategies, to expanded methods, to more efficient ‘formal’ 
methods

e.g. The grid method
246 x 37

X 200 40 6

30 6000 1200 180

7 1400 280 42

  2 4 6
x   3 7

7 3 8 0

1 7 2 2

9 1 0 2

The formal 
algorithm

  2 4 6
x   3 7
1 8 0 (30x6)   

1  2 0 0 (30x40)  
6 0 0 0 (30x200)

4 2 (7x6)  
2 8 0 (7x40)  

1  4 0 0 (7x200)

9 1 0 2

The expanded
algorithm

Why you might not recognise your children’s calculation 
strategies!



Around the house
Put items in order. You could do this by weight, height or size. Ask your child to 
help you organise items around the house.

Cooking. Measure ingredients and set the timer together.

Talk about time. For example, get them to work out what time you need to 
leave the house to get to school on time.

Talk about the shape and size of objects. Look online for interesting facts, like 
tallest and shortest people, or biggest and smallest buildings etc.

Talk about numbers in sport. How many points does your team need to avoid 
relegation? How many goals/tries/conversions/points/runs has your team 
scored this season?



Out and about
Play games that use counting. Hopscotch, hide and seek, What’s the Time Mr 
Wolf, skipping or hula hooping are a great place to start.

Look for numbers on doors, buses, cars, signs, at the shops... anywhere. 
Remember to talk about what the numbers mean

Sport. Sports are the perfect chance to think about speed, scores, time and 
angles. Get competitive; try out different angles to score from, ask them how 
many star jumps can they do in a minute.

Hobbies. Ask them to talk about the maths they have come across in the 
favourite hobby.

Journeys. Ask them questions like how many miles or kilometres have we 
travelled, how many are left and what time should we get to our destination.

 



Fun & Games!

The Race to Ten

Two players - take it in turns

The first player says “zero”
The next player adds on 1 or 2 and says the answer

The winner is the first person to say “Ten”



Fun & Games!
The Race to zero starting at 10

The Race to 200 adding on 10 or 20

The Race to 1 adding on 0.1 or 0.2

The Race to midnight adding on  10 minutes or 20 minutes

The Race to 1km adding on 200m or 400m

The race to 5 adding on ¼ or ½

...
 



‘Heads up!’
3 or more players

Deal one card each, face down

When the dealer says “Heads Up!”, everyone places their 
card on their forehead without looking at their own card.

The dealer says the total of the other players cards. 
(Ace=1, Picture cards=10)

Each player works out the value of their own card

Fun & Games!



Fun & Games!



 Sing songs!

Five Little Ducks

One, Two, Buckle My 
Shoe

Once I Caught a Fish Alive

Five Little Monkeys

The Ants Go Marching

 



More ideas: 
http://www.familymathstoolkit.org.uk/



More ideas: 
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/literacynumeracy/parentGuideNumEn.pdf



More ideas:      Stanford University Online Course



More ideas:      YouCubed



More ideas:     http://www.discovery.edu.hk/ 




